WORKSHOP ON:
Social Ontology of Law in Legal Education

Coordinators:
Michał Paździora (University of Wroclaw) & Michał Stambulski (University of Wroclaw)

19 – 20 July 2018

Programme
Meeting room: Karl Renner & Achille Loria

Wednesday 18th July 2018
21:00 Welcome drinks in Residencia Antia and reception with finger food.

Thursday 19th July 2018
09:30-10:00 Registration at the IISL office
10:00-10:15 Opening session
• Vincenzo Ferrari – Welcome to Oñati Institute from the Scientific Director
• Leire Kortabarria – A note on publication
• Michał Paździora, Michał Stambulski – Coordinators
10:15-10:30 Michał Paździora, Michał Stambulski - Social Ontology of Law in Legal Education
10:30-12:00 CLEST Reports
Tiresome necessity. Reasons for Starting the Law Studies in WPAE UWr. and Their Assessment
Theory before Practice. Applicants Assessment of their Profesional Legal Education in Poland
Are We Community of Practice? Competences of Law Teachers in WPAiE UWr.
12:00-12:30 Break
12.30-14.00 First session
Adam Czarnota - Legal Education and Post-Communist Polity
Piotr Eckhardt - History of Political and Legal Thought in Legal Education in Poland. An Useful Remnant of Socialism?
Filip Cyuńczyk - Post-Communist Legal Education?
14:15-15:30 Lunch
Thursday 19th July 2018 (continuation)

15:30-17:00 Second session

Alexandra Mercescu - Celebrating (while Rethinking?) Legal Education in Romania
Karolina Kocemba - Polish Legal Education in the Frames
Wojciech Zomerski - The ontology of legal dogmatics as a source of hidden curriculum in legal education

Friday 20th July 2018

09:00-11:00 First session

Lisa Wintersteiger, Lois Gander and Tara Mulqueen - Innovative Pedagogy: Interrupting the Game as it Begins

11:00-11:15 Break

11:15-12:15 Second session

Lucian Bojin - Do Practising Lawyers Really Need Legal Theory and Philosophy? The Case of Corporate Personhood
Michał Stambulski - Concept of Law in Legal Education

12:15-12:30 Break

12:30-13:30 Third session

Leszek Koczanowicz - Pragmatist Concept of the Self, Dialogue, and Community
Michał Paździora - Minor Jurisprudence. Hard Cases and Legal Education

13:30-14:00 Round Table: Social Ontology of Law in Legal Education

14:15 Lunch